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Abstract
We report Bose–Einstein condensation of two isotopes of the highlymagnetic element dysprosium:
162Dy and 160 Dy. For 162Dy, condensates with 105 atoms formbelowT=50 nK.We find the
evaporation efficiency for the isotope 160Dy to be poor; however, by utilizing a low-field Fano–
Feshbach resonance to carefully change the scattering properties, it is possible to produce a Bose–
Einstein condensate of 160Dywith 103 atoms. The 162DyBEC reported is an order ofmagnitude larger
in atomnumber than that of the previously reported 164Dy BEC, and itmay be producedwithin 18 s.

1. Introduction

Dipolar quantum gases expand the scope of ultracold atom experiments by introducing anisotropic and long-
range interactions, providing new avenues for exploring correlatedmany-body systems [1]. Experiments
employing the open-shell lanthanides—and in particular dysprosium (Dy), an element with unsurpassed
magneticmoment—offer the possibility to extend the foundational experiments performedwith chromium
( μ6 B ) [2] to new regimes of ultracold dipolar physics. In particular, bosonic and fermionic quantumdegenerate
gases have been producedwithDy ( μ10 B ) [3, 4] and erbium ( μ7 B ) [5, 6]. Specifically, of Dy’s five naturally
abundant isotopes—two fermions, three bosons—quantumgases of fermionic 161Dy [3] and bosonic 164Dy [4]
have been produced.We report Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) of the two remaining high-abundance
bosonic isotopes, 162Dy and 160Dy.Notably, wefind 162Dy condensates are ten-times larger than those of 164Dy,
andmay be produced in less than 18 s, while 160Dy are tiny andmay only be condensed through careful use of a
low-field Fano–Feshbach resonance [7].

2. Initial loading and state preparation

Initial laser cooling and trapping ofDy atoms is performed using techniques explained in previous works [3, 7].
In brief, atoms froma high-temperature effusive cell are loaded into amagneto-optical trap (MOT) via a
Zeeman slower, bothwith 421 nm laser light. The loading time for thisMOT stage is 5 s for 162Dy and 10 s for
160Dy. This difference is due to their different natural abundance: 25.5% for 162Dy and 2.3% for 160Dy. The
atoms are subsequently transferred into a blue-detuned, narrow-linewidthMOTat 741 nm for 5 s, reaching a
final atomnumber of 4 × 107 for 162Dy and 7× 106 for 160Dy, both at μ≈T K2 and spin-polarized in
∣ = = + 〉J m8, 8J . The atomic cloud is subsequently loaded into a horizontal optical dipole trap (ODT1) (see
figure 1) formed by a 1064 nm laser beamwithwaists of 24(2) and μ22(2) m and an initial power of 5.0(3) W.
To improve loading efficiency, we broaden the trap to an aspect ratio of∼5 by scanning the beamhorizontally
with an acousto-opticmodulator [8]. Once loaded intoODT1, the atoms are transferred to the absolute
electronic ground state ∣ = = − 〉J m8, 8J by radio-frequency-induced adiabatic rapid passage. Loading into this
state eliminates loss due to rapid dipolar relaxation [9]. After compressing this trap by ramping off the
horizontalmodulation and increasing the power to 10.0(5) W,we have ∼ ×5 106 162Dy or ∼ ×2 106 160Dy
atoms at a temperature of 5–10 μK,which sets the starting point for forced evaporative cooling.
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3. Bose–Einstein condensation of 162Dy

Weperform forced evaporative cooling of 162Dy at a constant verticalmagnetic field =B 1.568(5)z G to avoid
Fano–Feshbach resonances [7]. Our evaporative scheme employs two crossed optical dipole traps (cODTs)
consisting of three 1064 nmbeams shown in figure 1. The beams in both cODTs are detuned by∼160MHz to
avoid interferences.

Thefirst cODT is formed by crossingODT1with a vertical beam (ODT2)of circular waist μ75(2) m.
Evaporation begins by reducing the powers ofODT1 andODT2 for 2 s from10.0(5) to 2.0(1) Wand from4.0(2)
to 3.2(2) W, respectively. Both ramps take the form τ= + βP t P t( ) (1 )i , where t is time, and τ and β are
experimentally optimized parameters [10]. The phase space density of the atomic cloud is two orders of
magnitude away from condensation at this stage.

We load the atoms into the second cODT in 1 s by linearly increasing the power ofODT2 to 5.6(3) W,
linearly reducing the power ofODT1 to 0W, and by ramping up a second horizontal 1064 nmbeam (ODT3) to
2.5(1) W.ODT3 is elliptical with a horizontal waist of 65(2) μm and vertical waist of 35(2) μm.While the first
cODT is very tight for efficient initial evaporation, the second cODT is larger to avoid inelastic three-body
collisions. This second cODT is oblate, with the tight axis along ẑ , to avoid trap instabilities due to the dipole–
dipole interaction (DDI) [3, 11].

The second evaporation stage begins with ∼ ×5 105 atoms. The powers ofODT2 andODT3 are reduced in
5 s according to the same functional formprovided above. Beginningwith loading the firstMOT stage, the total
time to a pure 162Dy BEC is 18 s. After evaporative cooling, the atomic cloud is released for imaging by quickly
( μ<10 s) turning off the trapping beams, whereby the cloud expands freely for a variable time-of-flight (TOF).
At the end of this TOF,we perform absorption imaging using resonant 421 nm light, where themagnetic field is
kept constant along ẑ until rapidly switching to ŷ 1 ms before imaging. This provides a quantization axis for the
σ−-transition, which has the largest photon scattering cross section for the ∣ = = − 〉J m8, 8J state. Single-shot
absorption images after 20 msTOF are shown infigures 2(a), (c), and (e), with their corresponding 1D
integrated densities along x shown infigures 2(b), (d), and (f).We fit the observed atomic density with a bimodal
distribution consisting of a Bose-enhancedGaussian and aThomas–Fermi profile to extract the condensate
fraction, and to extract temperature, wefit only thewings using a thermalGaussian distribution [12–14].

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the atomic density as we cool toward quantumdegeneracy. The panels (a)–
(b) show the density very close to the transition point, wherewemeasure ×3.0(2) 105 atoms at =T 179(4) nK.
Aswe lower the final trap depth, the density in the center of the cloud dramatically increases while the thermal
fraction decreases, as shown in panels (c)–(d) for ×1.5(2) 105 atoms at =T 94(2)nK.A nearly pure BECof

×9.6(4) 104 162Dy atoms at =T 47(5) nK is shown infigures 2(e)–(f)4. The thermal background is hardly
visible, and the cloud has an aspect ratio of 2.6. The evaporation is quite efficient, with the log of the ratio of
phase-space density increase to atom loss exceeding three formost of the sequence. Thefinal powers ofODT2
andODT3 are 400(20) and 310(20) mW, respectively.Wemeasured thefinal trap frequencies to be ω ω ω[ , , ]x y z

= π ×2 [66(2), 30(3), 131(1)]Hz, resulting in an oblate-trap aspect ratio of λ ω ω ω= ≈ 3z x y . If we assume
162Dy has a scattering length =a a100 0, where a0 is the Bohr radius, the BEChas a peak density of ≈ ×n 3 100

14

cm−3 in the Thomas–Fermi limit. The atomnumber and density are likely slightly larger than these reported
values due to the optical saturation sufferedwhile imaging at large optical depth. TheBEChas a e1 lifetime of
4.7(1) s, shorter than our background lifetime of 21(1) s. Three-body losses will be discussed in a subsequent
publication5.

Figure 1.Orientation of optical dipole traps and imaging axis in experimental setup.

4
Using the same evaporation sequence, the population of 164Dy BECs is only ∼ ×2 104, similar to that reported in [3].

5
Manuscript in preparation.
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Wemeasure the evolution of the cloud’s aspect ratio during free expansion in further support of the
observation of BEC. A thermal gas will expand into a spherical cloud at long TOFwhile a BECwill expand
anisotropically, inverting its aspect ratio. The result of ourmeasurement is shown infigure 3. The aspect ratio of
the BEC in the trap is∼0.5, consistent with themeasured trap frequencies. The aspect ratio is unity at∼6 ms
TOF and reverses at longer TOFs, reaching 1.5 after 20 ms of TOF. Asmentioned above, our biasfield during
evaporative cooling is in ẑ , whereas our imaging scheme requires a quantizationfield along ŷ . Tomeasure the
aspect ratio of the BECwithout switching field direction during its evolution, we adiabatically rotate the field to
ŷ in 10 ms after the evaporation ramps.Wemake sure that no Fano–Feshbach resonances are encountered by
maintaining a constant fieldmagnitude, verified through rf spectroscopy, andwe hold this configuration for
100 ms to ensure a steady state before releasing the cloud6. Themagnetic field is then kept constant during TOF
and imaging. It is worth noting that for this field orientation, the final aspect ratio, 1.5, is not as large as the aspect

Figure 2.Typical single-shot density profiles of 162Dy atomic clouds after 20ms of free expansion. The top row shows the density
distribution, with the colorscale equal for the three pictures. The lower row shows the integrated density along x̂ . The dots represent
the data, the green curve shows thefitted bimodal profile and the red curve shows thefitted thermal portion. (a) and (b): ×3.0(2) 105

atoms at the onset of BEC. =T 179(4) nK andBEC fraction is∼1%. (c) and (d): intermediate stage of BECwith ×1.5(2) 105 atoms
at =T 94(2) nK. BEC fraction is∼37%. (e) and (f): nearly pure BECof ×9.6(4) 104 162Dy atoms at =T 47(5) nK. BEC fraction is
∼72%.

Figure 3.Aspect ratio of the atomic density of a nearly pure BECof 162Dy versus free expansion time. See text for details.

6
Thisfield orientation results in a prolate trap, which can be unstable for dipolar BECswith a dipolar length larger than the s-wave the

scattering length [15].We observed the 162DyBEC to be stable in this trap, indicating a s-wave scattering length very close to the dipolar
length.
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ratio of 2.6 shown infigure 2(e). This dependence of aspect ratio onfield angle is amanifestation of the
anisotropy of theDDI [1].

For themeasurement shown infigure 3, we drive σ+ transitions for absorption imaging to avoidCCD
saturation at short expansion times, where the optical density of the cloud is very high. This technique is based
on the fact that for a high-spin atom likeDy, the transition strength in the stretched state is extremely different
for σ− and σ+ transitions. For bosonicDy in the ∣ = = − 〉J m8, 8J state, the transition strength ratio is 154:1

[16].Hence imagingwith resonant σ+ light greatly reduces the effective optical density and is free of dispersive
effects associatedwith off-resonant light. Because optical pumping occurs during imagingwith σ+ light,
extracting the atomnumber from these images requires delicate calibration and detailed theoreticalmodeling.
However, aspect-ratiomeasurements are largely unaffected by pumping effects during the 20 μs imaging pulse.

4. Bose–Einstein condensation of 160Dy

Weuse a very similar two-stage cooling scheme for the isotope 160Dy. Thefirst stage of forced evaporative
cooling is 3 s long, duringwhichwe ramp down the power ofODT1 from10.0(5) to 2.5(1) Wand that ofODT2
from5.6(3) to 2.0(1) W. The initial power ofODT2 for the second stage is 5.6(3) Wand that ofODT3 is 3.0
(2)W.We found that evaporation efficiency is very low for 160Dy atfields free from the effects of Fano–Feshbach
resonances, preventing the formation of BEC. This observation suggests that 160Dy has unfavorable scattering
properties. Publication ofmeasurements of its scattering length, as well as those of 162Dy and 164Dy, are
forthcoming (see footnote 5).

A usefulmethod for changing the scattering length of ultracold atoms is to tune themagnetic field near a
Fano–Feshbach resonance [17].Wemapped out a suitable Fano–Feshbach resonance aroundB=2.8G by
performing atom-loss spectroscopy [7], as shown infigure 5(d).We found it is possible to produce BECs of
160Dy in at =B 2.717(5)z Gon the low-field shoulder of the resonance. Figures 4(a), (c), and (e) show single-
shot absorption images of the cloud after 15ms of TOFwith different levels of condensation achieved.
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the onset of condensation for ×7.6(8) 103 atoms at =T 18(1) nK. An intermediate-
stage BECwith ×1.1(1) 104 atoms at =T 25(1) nK is shown infigures 4(c) and (d)with a clear bimodal density
distribution. Finally, a pure BECof ×8.0(8) 102 160Dy atoms is shown infigures 4 (e) and (f). The thermal
portion is not visible, preventing us fromdetermining a temperature. Thefinal powers ofODT2 andODT3 for
the pure BEC are 320(20) and 270(10) mW, respectively. The corresponding trap frequencies are ω ω ω[ , , ]x y z

= π ×2 [45(3), 23(3), 100(3)] Hz.

Figure 4.Typical single-shot density profiles of 160Dy atomic clouds after 15ms of TOF. First row are absorption images and second
row are the corresponding integrated density along x̂ . Dots are data, green curve isfitted bimodal profile and red is thefitted thermal
portion. (a) and (b): ×7.6(8) 103 atoms at the onset of BEC. =T 18(1) nK andBEC fraction is approximately 3%. (c) and (d):
intermediate stage of BECwith ×1.1(1) 104 atoms at =T 25(1) nK. BEC fraction is approximately∼12%. (e) and (f): nearly pure
BECof ×8.0(8) 102 160Dy atoms.
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Weexplored the influence ofBz on
160Dy BECproduction by repeating the evaporation ramp that produced

the BEC in figure 4(c) at different fields near the Fano–Feshbach resonance. Far away from the resonance, at

=B 2.677(5)z G, the evaporation sequence does not provide high-enough efficiency and only a cloud of thermal
atoms is achieved, as shown infigure 5(a). Very close to the resonance, at =B 2.777(5)z G, inelastic loss
dominates, presumably due to three-body collisions, and very few atoms survive the evaporation sequence, as
shown infigure 5(c). Evaporating atfields higher than the center of the resonance also does not lead to the
formation of a BEC.Using this evaporation sequence, 160DyBECswere only producedwithin a small region of
magnetic fields with awidth of 40mGcentered around =B 2.717(5)z G.

5. Conclusions

Wepresent data demonstrating the Bose–Einstein condensation of two additional isotopes of dysprosium, 162Dy
and 160Dy.We experimentally found 162Dy to have favorable scattering properties for evaporative cooling,
leading to an order ofmagnitude increase in condensed atomnumber compared to the previously published
164DyBEC. 160Dy, on the other hand, is harder to condense, but condensation can be achievedwith the use of a
Fano–Feshbach resonance. Detailedmeasurements of these bosonicDy isotopes’ scattering lengthswill be
reported (see footnote 5). The large atomnumber of the 162DyBECmakes it an excellent system for studying
quantummany-body physics.
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Figure 5. Influence of themagnetic field on the production of 160Dy BECs. Identical evaporative cooling rampswere repeated at three
different fields near a Fano–Feshbach resonance at 2.8G. (a) Away from the resonance, at =B 2.677(5)z G, a cloud of thermal atoms
at the threshold of condensation. (b) BEC forms at =B 2.717(5)z G. (c) Rapid atom losses are suffered closer to the resonance near
2.8G, presumably due to an enhanced rate of inelastic three-body collisions. (d) Atom-loss spectrumof the Fano–Feshbach
resonance. The dotted linesmark the value of themagnetic fieldBz.
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